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Abstract This paper investigates the sources of systematic argument realization
differences among two classes of manner verbs, hitting and wiping verbs. Its starting
point is the hypothesis that argument realization patterns can largely be attributed
to grammatical constraints on argument expression interacting with grammatically
privileged properties of a verb’s root. These properties include the root’s ontological
category and, as argued here, whether it encodes contact at a point or a region.
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1

The big question: Meaning and distribution

As Fillmore (1970) and others have observed, verbs with similar meanings often
show a characteristic argument realization pattern—that is, a shared pattern of
morphosyntactic distribution. One insight that emerges is that ‘manner’ verbs such
as hit and wipe show greater argument realization flexibility than ‘result’ verbs
such as break and clean (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998, 2010). In previous
work, I pursue the hypothesis that these two patterns of behavior can largely be
attributed to grammatical constraints on argument realization interacting with the
‘ontological category’ of a verb’s root (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998; Rappaport
Hovav In press). The ontological category provides a characterization of the minimal
grammatically relevant facet of a verb’s lexicalized meaning—the meaning entailed
across all uses of that verb. Acknowledging that the empirical landscape is more
complex than studies of argument realization in the 1990s assume, here I begin
to investigate the sources of systematic argument realization differences among
manner verbs in the context of this hypothesis. First, I show that wipe and hit, each
representative of a subclass of manner verbs, instantiate the flexibility characteristic
of such verbs somewhat differently. Then, I sketch an account of their behavior that
builds on Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998, 2005, 2010 and Levin 1999, as well as
on advances in the understanding of argument realization. Due to length constraints,
I only present the broad outlines of an account and leave details for the future.
∗ I am grateful to the audience at the Pre-SALT Workshop on Meaning and Distribution for comments.
I thank Scott Grimm, Boris Harizanov, and Malka Rappaport Hovav for valuable discussion.
©2017 Levin
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My study is predicated on assumptions shared with many current approaches
to argument realization and verb meaning. First, verb meaning as instantiated in
a verb’s use in a particular context is bipartite, consisting of an event schema and
a root, which together constitute an event structure. That is, the verb’s root—its
idiosyncratic semantic content—must be distinguished from the event schemas—the
basic event types—that it can be found in (Borer 2003, 2005; Goldberg 1995; Lieber
2004; Pesetsky 1995; Pinker 1989; Ramchand 2014; Rappaport Hovav & Levin
1998).1 Second, these event structures, in turn, largely determine the verb’s argument
realization options. In much recent work, the relation between event structure and
argument realization is taken to be trivial, in that the event structures are syntactically
instantiated (Borer 2003, 2005; Harley 2005, 2010; Mateu 2012; Ramchand 2008). I
do not make this assumption here, but my account could equally well be cast in an
approach where the syntactic structure is the event structure.
What remains controversial is the role of the root in argument realization. Does it
play a part in determining argument realization or is it ‘inert’ with respect to argument
realization?2 I have assumed and maintain here that some facets of the semantic
content of roots are grammatically privileged. Following Rappaport Hovav & Levin
(1998) and Rappaport Hovav (In press), I take every root to have a grammatically
relevant ontological category, such as result (or state) or manner. This category
largely governs the event schemas the root is paired with and hence the associated
verb’s argument realization options. This paper takes a first look at the factors
that come into play when attested argument realization options are a subset of the
potential options allowed by root–event schema associations. I argue there are further
grammatically privileged facets of a root’s semantic content which systematically
restrict the options, but acknowledge a limited role for world knowledge.
Other researchers, however, deny that roots play any part in argument realization.
They suggest that roots can simply be inserted into any event schema, adopting what
Rappaport Hovav (In press) calls the ‘free distribution’ approach (Borer 2005; Mateu
& Acedo-Matellán 2012). Two reasons are given for this approach. First, verbs
are found in a wider variety of syntactic contexts than earlier work suggests (Borer
2003: 40). Second, some of the purportedly verb-specific distributional patterns,
such as the greater flexibility in argument realization of manner over result roots,
appear to break down (Acedo-Matellán & Mateu 2014: 20). On the free distribution
approach, all root–event schema combinations—or really syntactic frame options
since many proponents assume event structures are syntacticized—are generated
by the grammar; however, certain combinations are taken to be ‘incompatible’
1 The bipartiteness of verb meaning can be given lexical/projectionist or constructional treatments; this
issue is set aside here, but see the Appendix of Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998 for discussion.
2 See Ramchand 2014 for an interesting case study of light verbs aimed at distinguishing those elements
of a verb’s—or root’s—meaning that are relevant to the syntax and those that are conceptual.
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(Ghomeshi & Massam 1995: 179) in that they give rise to pragmatically infelicitous
argument realizations (Borer 2003, 2005; Goldberg 1995; Hoekstra 1992; Mateu &
Acedo-Matellán 2012). Such incompatibilities are attributed to world knowledge.
Although world knowledge plays a critical role in constraining a verb’s argument
realization options, details remain to be fleshed out.
Despite the challenges raised by proponents of the free distribution approach,
I believe much is still to be learned from pushing the ‘ontologically categorized
roots’ approach as far as possible as I do here as this forces us to identify cross-verb
generalizations. These should deepen our understanding of argument realization and
clarify the contribution of grammatical vs. world knowledge to the explanation of
distributional patterns. At the same time, I confront the empirical challenges that
this approach faces by examining a wider set of data: two manner verb subclasses.
§2 reviews familiar empirical argument realization patterns involving the verbs
break and hit and uses them to introduce the ontological categories of manner and
result. §3 expands the empirical landscape by setting out the argument realization
options characteristic of two subtypes of manner verbs represented by hit and wipe.
§4 sketches the basics of my approach to event structure and argument realization.
§5 shows how it gives rise to the observed argument realization patterns, once an
additional facet of root semantic content is acknowledged. §6 extends the approach
to more complex event structures and their associated argument realization options
by appealing in a limited fashion to world knowledge.
2

The empirical landscape: From hit and break to manner and result

Fillmore’s (1970) case study of the English verbs hit and break provides compelling
reasons to believe that verbs might have a distributional signature, that is, a characteristic set of argument realization options. Although both hit and break have transitive
uses that optionally can occur with an instrumental phrase, as in (1), the behavior
of the two verbs otherwise diverges. Thus, break but not hit shows the causative
alternation as in (2), while hit but not break is found in ‘possessor raising’ contexts
such as the (b) sentences in (3) and (4), which can be related to the non-possessor
raised construction in the (a) sentences. This difference is noteworthy since the
possessor–possessum relation exists independent of event types. There are further
differences. For instance, hit but not break is found in the conative construction
in (5), where the object of the transitive use is now in an at phrase. The conative
construction suggests that the action was attempted, but did not necessarily succeed:
thus, (5b) does not necessarily imply that contact occurred, simply that the action
that might have resulted in contact was attempted.
(1)

The boy broke/hit the window (with a ball).
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(2)

a. The boy broke the window./The window broke.
b. The boy hit the window./*The window hit.

(3)
(4)

a.

The boy hit the toddler’s back.

b.

The boy hit the toddler on the back.

a.

The boy broke the cup’s handle.

b. * The broke the cup on the handle.
(5)

a. * The boy broke at the window.
b.

The boy hit at the window.

The importance of these patterns is underscored by the observation that break and
hit each share their distributional signature with other semantically similar verbs,
as in (6). The verbs with the same distributional signature as hit qualify as surface
contact verbs, while those with the same distributional signature as break qualify as
change of state verbs.
(6)

a. Break verbs: bend, fold, shatter, crack, . . .
b. Hit verbs: slap, strike, bump, stroke, . . . (Fillmore 1970: 125, (15)–(16))

Juxtaposing hit and break is effective precisely because certain happenings in the
world can be described by either verb. Consider a scenario where a vandal throws a
rock at a flower pot and it breaks. This scenario could be described as either a hitting
or a breaking event, as in (7). However, each sentence captures a distinct facet of
this scenario. The hitting event description is ‘silent’ about the ultimate effect on
the flower pot, while the breaking event description is ‘silent’ about how the change
to the flower pot came about. Thus, the breaking sentence (7a) is consistent with
the scenario described here, but could also be used to describe a scenario where a
flower pot is broken in another way, as in (8a). Similarly, the hitting sentence (7b) is
consistent with the scenario described here, but it could also be used in a scenario
where the ball simply bounces off the flower pot without breaking it, as in (8b).
(7)

a. The vandal broke the flower pot with a rock.
b. The vandal hit the flower pot with a rock.

(8)

a. The vandal broke the flower pot by dropping it on the ground/throwing it
at the wall/pounding it with a hammer.
b. The vandal hit the flower pot with a rock, but nothing happened to it.

Moving beyond Fillmore’s study, Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998, 2010) show
hit and break each represent larger classes of verbs. The verb break is representative
of verbs with result roots. Such roots specify a state; this state often results from an
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action (e.g., ‘broken’, ‘cut’), but could also exist independent of a prior action (e.g.,
‘red’, ‘soft’). In contrast, hit is representative of verbs with manner roots. Such roots
specify a manner characteristic of an action, and their semantic content is discussed
in §4. Result verbs are ‘silent’ about how the result comes about, while manner
verbs are ‘silent’ about whether the action has any effect, as (8) illustrates.
The manner vs. result root distinction is pervasive, cutting across many semantic
fields. Within the semantic field of verbs describing damaging events there are
manner verbs such as hit and pound and result verbs such as break and crack.
Within the field of verbs describing combining events there are manner verbs such
as shake and stir, which name actions generally carried out to combine two or more
substances, although they need not have this effect, and there are results verbs such
as blend and combine, which are silent about how the result they name comes about.
In the semantic field of verbs describing putting events, manner smear and pour
can be contrasted with result cover and fill. Other semantic fields that include both
manner and result verbs include killing,3 removing, and speaking.
Manner and result verbs—or roots—each have their own distributional signatures (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2005, 2010), which are generalizations of the
distributional signatures of hit and break. Generalizing from the data presented,
break requires that the argument that the result is predicated of—the patient—be
expressed. Thus, result verbs are not found in unspecified object contexts. That is,
(9) cannot mean that the child broke some unspecified things. Nor are result verbs
found in nonselected object resultatives, as in (10). Here on the intended meaning,
where the child’s propensity to break things causes his parents distress, his parents is
not the object of the verb break in isolation (*break his parents), while the intended
object (‘things’) is left unexpressed (cf. the comparable example with the hitting
verb drum in (12)). Result verbs, however, are found in selected object resultatives,
as in The child broke the vase to smithereens, where the vase is understood to break.
(9)
(10)

*The clumsy child broke.
*The clumsy child broke his parents to distraction.

As the break data illustrates, expressing the patient alone is not sufficient for the
well-formedness of a sentence with a result verb. If it were, break would be expected
to be found in the conative and possessor raising constructions. Setting aside the
causative alternation, the key argument realization generalization holding of break
in particular and result verbs in general is not only that the patient be expressed,
but that it be expressed as an object (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2005). (I focus on
transitive uses of break, but in the absence of a cause argument, the patient must
surface as the subject of an unaccusative intransitive use.)
3 But see Beavers & Koontz-Garboden 2012 for arguments that purported manner of killing verbs also
lexicalize a result and Rappaport Hovav In press for arguments that drown is actually a result verb.
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Manner verbs, in contrast, lack such restrictions. Consider hit, which takes two
arguments: an ‘effector’ (Van Valin & Wilkins 1996)—the argument realized as
the subject—and a ‘force recipient’—the argument that the force is directed at with
a hitting verb (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2001: 786). This verb in particular and
manner verbs in general do not require that their force recipient be expressed. They
may be found in unspecified object contexts, as in (11), or in nonselected object
resultatives, as in (12).4
(11)

No players should hit until the players in front are out of range . . .
(Etiquette and Slow Play, Mount Gambier Golf Club, Australia;
http://www.mtgambiergc.com.au/golf/golf-etiquette.html)

(12)

Kim drummed her fingers raw.

Furthermore, when the force recipient is expressed, manner verbs are not so picky
about how it is expressed. For instance, hit allows its force recipient to be expressed
in an at PP, as in the conative construction, in (5b). More generally, manner verbs
show various object alternations. For example, hit shows the with/against alternation
(Levin 1993: 67–68), illustrated in (13). The two variants are near paraphrases;
in the (a) sentence the force recipient is the object, while in the (b) sentence it is
expressed in a locative PP, while the instrument is the object.
(13)

a. The boy hit the window with a stick.
b. The boy hit the stick against the window.

In contrast, result verbs, including break, do not show this alternation, as the relevant
sentences are not paraphrases. Consider the pair of break sentences in (14); here, the
object in each construction is understood as the patient, consistent with the argument
realization constraint on patients.
(14)

a. The boy broke the fence with a stick.
b. The boy broke the stick against the fence.

As this section shows, the notions ‘manner’ and ‘result’ matter to argument realization: they figure in the statement of systematic and pervasive generalizations. The
bottom line is that result roots show a more limited distribution overall than manner
roots. With these ‘coarse-grained’ distributional asymmetries tied to ‘manner’ and
‘result’ as a backdrop, the next section presents ‘medium-grained’ distributional
differences that arise among verbs with manner roots.
4 Due to pragmatic constraints on unspecified object constructions, some manner verbs are only
felicitous in such constructions with appropriate and explicit contextual support (Brisson 1994;
Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998: 117). The verb hit is one of these, while the hitting verb peck
requires less support (e.g., The bird pecked).
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3

The empirical landscape expanded: Hitting vs. wiping

Just as hit and break are chosen by Fillmore for his case study because they each
represent an entire class of verbs, specifically, manner and result verbs, the verbs
hit and wipe are chosen for the case study at the heart of this paper because they
each represent a distinct subclass of surface contact verbs, verbs describing making
contact with a surface in some manner. These two verbs show shared properties—
precisely those properties which are characteristic of manner verbs and which set
them both apart from break and other result verbs. For example, neither places
restrictions on the realization of its force recipient in the way that break does on its
patient. However, in this section I show that each verb manifests the manner verb
properties in its own way; in §5 I return to these verbs and propose a property of
their roots which these distinct distributional signatures can be traced to.
3.1

Surface contact verbs: Similarities

Like manner verbs in general, wiping verbs permit a wide variety of argument
realization options, including some shared with hitting verbs. Both hitting and
wiping verbs are found in intransitive uses with an understood unspecified object,
as in (15). Both are also found in nonselected object resultatives and the conative
construction, as in (16) and (17), respectively.
(15)

a. Kim hit and hit.
b. You wash and I’ll wipe.

(16)

a. Kim drummed her fingers raw.
b. Cinderella scrubbed her fingers raw.

(17)

a. Kim hit at the mosquito.
b. Kelly wiped at the sticky counter.

Both hitting and wiping verbs can be found with an NP that expresses an instrument. The instrument may be expressed in a with phrase as in the (a) sentences
of (18) and (19) or, specific to surface contact verbs, as an object as in the (b)
sentences. These two options instantiate the with/against alternation introduced in
§2; despite the name, the against construction allows PPs headed by some other
locative prepositions, including over, as in (19b).
(18)

a. Kim hit the fence with a stick.
b. Kim hit the stick against the fence.

(19)

a. Sam wiped the table with a damp cloth.
b. Sam wiped a damp cloth over the table.
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Taken together, these examples suggest that both hitting and wiping verbs need not
realize a specific argument as their direct object. Options for their object include the
force recipient as in (a), the instrument as in (b), or a nonselected object as in (c).
(20)

a. hit the table
b. hit the stick against the fence
c. drum one’s fingers raw

(21)

a. wipe the table
b. wipe the cloth over the table
c. scrub one’s fingers raw

Wiping verbs also allow their object to be the material found on the force recipient
as in wipe the crumbs off the table, an option discussed further in §3.2.
Thus, this initial comparison of the argument realization properties of hitting and
wiping verbs shows that they both manifest the key properties of manner verbs—that
is, those properties which distinguish them from result verbs.
3.2

Surface contact verbs: Differences

Despite the significant similarities, hitting and wiping verbs diverge in some respects.
The key differences revolve around the force recipient. The first difference is in
aspectual interpretation and does not involve argument realization. It involves the
role of the force recipient when expressed by a quantized (i.e. delimited) NP in
determining the telicity of a sentence. With hitting verbs a quantized force recipient
is never understood as an incremental theme (Dowty 1991: 567); that is, these
verbs do not allow telic interpretations in their ‘bare’ transitive uses, as shown in
(22) and (23) using standard (a)telicity diagnostics. Some hitting verbs like hit can
refer to either a single or multiple instances of contact, while others like pound,
necessarily refer to multiple instances of contact; however, this difference in the
natural durativity of the event denoted has no effect on the availability of telicity.
(22)

a.

Kim hit the fence for 5 minutes. (only on the iterated interpretation)

b. # Kim hit the metal in 5 minutes.
(23)

a.

Kim pounded the metal for 5 minutes.

b. # Kim pounded the metal in 5 minutes.
In contrast, with wiping verbs a quantized force recipient may be understood as an
incremental theme, though it need not be (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2005: 281).
The availability of both telic and atelic interpretations is shown in (24).
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(24)

a. Sam wiped the table in one minute flat.
b. Sam wiped the table for an hour.

Wiping verbs then qualify as potential or ‘latent’ incremental theme verbs (Tenny
1992: 20). They describe actions that can in principle be applied indefinitely to the
force recipient even when it is delimited; that is why a sentence like Sam wiped the
table may be atelic. However, the force recipient can be understood as an incremental
theme when it has a delimited area: this area ‘measures out’ and delimits the event,
so that the event is complete when the action covers the entire area.5
Although a wiping event requires a surface as force recipient, wiping verbs
may take an additional argument denoting some material or substance found on
this surface (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1991), typically material that the action is
intended to remove.
(25)

a. Terry is wiping the counter.
b. Terry is wiping the stains (off the counter).

Hitting verbs, in contrast, do not take an additional argument denoting a material or
substance on a surface.
Although the force recipient might be considered the ‘normal’ direct object of a
wiping verb, the material can also be the direct object. Usually, the material is only
felicitous as the object when it cooccurs with a directional complement, which may
express a source, which coincides with the force recipient, as in (26), or may express
a goal, as in (27).6 Taking these observations together, it appears that the directional
complement licenses the material as object (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998; see
§6.2 for discussion). When the material is the object, it too can be the incremental
theme by virtue of its physical extent when quantized, as in (26).
(26)

a. Terry wiped crumbs off the table for three minutes. (atelic)
b. Terry wiped the crumbs off the table in one minute flat. (telic)

(27)

Terry wiped the crumbs into the sink.

5 Wiping and comparable manners are often carried out to achieve a particular result, often cleanliness;
this result, even if implicit, can provide another basis for delimiting the event. That is, Sam wiped the
table can receive a telic reading when understood as ‘Sam cleaned the table’ (see Rappaport Hovav
& Levin 2005: 281). On this reading, the event ends when the table reaches a state of cleanliness. If
the cleanliness is taken to be instantiated gradually over the surface of the table, then the table is the
incremental theme; however, if the cleanliness is seen as increasing over time over the entire table,
then the table is what Dowty (1991: 569) calls a holistic theme.
6 Wiping verbs differ as to whether they can take a bare material object; compare Sam raked the leaves
to *Terry wiped the crumbs. The licensing conditions need to be identified before an analysis of such
examples can be proposed.
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Furthermore, although a material argument, if present, is most often expressed
as an object, it may sometimes be expressed in an of phrase when the force recipient
is the direct object, as in (28), which contrasts with (29).
(28)

We finished the creamy custard, scraping the cup of its thick, bittersweet
chocolate sauce . . . (D. Pergamaent, Best Trattoria in Rome? Let the Debate
Begin, Travel Section, The New York Times, March 22, 2009, p. 11)

(29)

He scraped the thick, bittersweet chocolate sauce from the cup.

Due to these two expressions of the material argument, wiping verbs are said to
participate in the locative alternation.7
(30)

a. We scraped the sauce from the cup.
b. We scraped the cup (of sauce).

Although wiping verbs show some argument realization options that are unavailable to hitting verbs, there is an option open to hitting but not wiping verbs. Only
hitting verbs allow possessor raising, as shown in (31).
(31)

a.

Kelly hit me on the arm. (cf. Kelly hit my arm.)

b. * Kelly wiped me on the arm. (cf. Kelly wiped my arm.)
In summary, even among manner verbs, there are subclasses whose members
show systematic differences in argument realization. Specifically, hitting and wiping
verbs show distinct distributional signatures; nevertheless, the distributional signature of verbs in both classes satisfies the general argument realization criteria
characteristic to manner verbs. This constellation of properties suggests that an
apparently grammatically privileged facet of the semantic content of the relevant
roots is behind the distinct distributional signatures; this facet must be in addition to
the root’s common, manner ontological category. §5.2.1 identifies what it is. First, I
sketch the basics of the account of event structure and argument realization I adopt.
4

The basic ingredients of event structure

In order to understand how the distributional signatures emerge, it is necessary
to lay out some basic assumptions I am making about event structures—the event
representations associated with particular verb uses—and the principles that associate
them with syntactic structures. My approach takes its inspiration from Rappaport
7 There is controversy in the locative alternation literature about whether verbs other than the result
verbs clean, clear, and empty allow such of phrases (Hook 1983: 187–188, 190; Levin & Rappaport
Hovav 1991: 144–145; Segal & Landau 2012: 254–257). As (30) shows, at least some wiping verbs
do, although the licensing conditions remain to be clarified. Other languages allow this option more
freely (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2013 on Greek; Segal & Landau 2012 on Hebrew).
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Hovav & Levin (1998), while taking into account advances in our understanding.
As mentioned in §1, event structures and syntactic structures could be one and
the same, as in approaches that syntactically instantiate event structures (Borer
2005; Harley 2005, 2010; Mateu 2012), making argument realization trivial, or
they could be distinct. I treat them as distinct, but what matters is that there are
restrictions on the realization of certain event structure participants, however they are
implemented. Furthermore, I do not take a position on the appropriate form of event
structure; I simply lay out the minimal assumptions that are necessary. I believe
these assumptions could be instantiated in various ways, including via predicate
decompositions such as those found in Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998 and some
of their subsequent work or via syntacticized event structures such as those found
in Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou & Schäfer 2015; Harley 2005, 2010, and others.
Overall, my goal here is to sketch the outlines of an account.
A verb’s meaning as instantiated in a verb’s use in a particular context—i.e. its
event structure—is taken to be bipartite, consisting of an event schema and a root.
I assume languages have a limited inventory of event schemas, encompassing the
basic event types that can be encoded. Event schemas fall into two major types:
simple event schemas and complex event schemas, which consist of two simple event
schemas. The simple event schemas include schemas for states, events of scalar
change, and activities. An event of scalar change involves a change in the value
of a scalar-valued attribute of an entity, whether the type of property lexicalized
by an adjective or by a position along a path. I realize that the term ‘activity’
has several uses, most prominently receiving an aspectual definition; however, I
use this term here more broadly to cover typically dynamic events that involve a
manner—roughly, what Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010) and Rappaport Hovav
(2014) call ‘nonscalar changes’. According to them, nonscalar changes lack a single,
privileged scale of change, but rather typically involve multiple cooccurring changes.
Aspectually, nonscalar changes encompass both traditional activities in the Vendler
1957 sense and semelfactives (Levin 1999). Complex event schemas consist of a
causing event and a caused event. I focus on complex event schemas whose causing
event is an activity and whose caused (or result) event is a scalar change (Dowty
1979; Levin 1999; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1999; McCawley 1971; Morgan 1969;
Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998). These represent the most complex event schemas
since as argued by Goldberg (1995) and Tenny (1994) in the context of resultative
constructions, a well-formed event structure can only include one scalar change.
Complex event structures are discussed further in §6.
Roots are lexically associated with a phonological shape, which is not relevant
here, and semantic content. The general assumption is that most of this semantic
content is kept ‘outside’ of the grammar (Grimshaw 2005). For instance, change
of state verbs show the same distributional signature independent of the result
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state involved. However, I assume that a few facets of this semantic content are
grammatically privileged—that is, accessible to the grammar—and one goal of the
remainder of this paper is to pinpoint what these are. Specifically, Rappaport Hovav
& Levin (1998) propose that as a consequence of its semantic content a root has
a grammatically relevant ontological category chosen from a fixed set of options;
see §1 and §2. This category is one of the grammatically privileged facets of the
semantic content. Roots are inserted into event schemas which are compatible with
their ontological category. For instance, Rappaport Hovav & Levin’s (1998: 109)
Canonical Realization Rules were designed to ensure this. Through its association
with an event schema, a root gives rise to an event structure with specific content.
As noted in §2, two ontological categories of roots are of interest here, manner
and result. Informally speaking, result roots specify a state, and, henceforth, I refer
to these as state roots. This label is preferable to ‘result’ as the same root is shared
by an adjective and a related verb, such as dimA and dimV or narrowA and narrowV ;
see also Rappaport Hovav In press. But even this characterization glosses over
important details. Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010: 28) propose that result verbs
are best described as verbs of scalar change—that is, they specify a change in the
value of a scalar-valued attribute of an entity; concomitantly, Rappaport Hovav
& Levin (2010: 28) propose that the roots of result verbs specify scalar changes.
However, even this improved characterization does not acknowledge that there are
adjective–verb pairs with a shared root. In order to capture this observation, it is more
accurate to say that a state root lexicalizes critical components of a scale associated
with a scalar-valued attribute. When the root is inserted into an event schema (in
syntactic terms, combined with categorizing little v or little a; see Alexiadou et al.
2015, Kratzer 2000), then a notion of change or of state is combined with the root’s
lexicalized content to derive the appropriate meaning; that is, the event schema itself
contributes the notion of change. Turning next to manner roots, I assume that the
semantic content of such roots typically includes what Jackendoff (1990: 34) calls
an ‘action pattern’, which he proposes might be encoded using Marr & Vaina’s 1982
‘3-D models’. Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998) suggest that state roots fill argument
positions in event schemas (often instantiated in syntacticized approaches as being
a complement of a copular predicate in a small clause structure), while manner
roots are event modifiers—that is, modifiers of primitive predicates in event schemas
that take the form of a lexical decomposition. I do not pursue the specifics of this
proposal here, though subsequent work that adopts syntacticized event structures
also adopts the idea that manner roots can be event modifiers (Harley 2005; Mateu
& Acedo-Matellán 2012). What matters is that state roots are associated with state
or scalar change event schemas or else are lexicalized by adjectives, while manner
roots are associated with activity event schemas.
As discussed in Hay, Kennedy & Levin 1999, Kennedy & Levin 2008, Krifka
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1998, and Ramchand 1997, there are several types of scalar change. The two types
lexicalized by verbs—or more accurately their roots—are relevant here (Rappaport
Hovav 2014; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010).8 One type involves a property
scale—a scale defined by a scalar-valued property of an entity such as its size,
temperature, or brightness; such scales are lexicalized by the roots of ‘deadjectival’
verbs such as brighten, warm, and widen, as well as by verbs such as break and
freeze. The other type involves a path scale—a scale defined by the path an entity
may move along; such scales are lexicalized by the roots of directed motion verbs
such as arrive, ascend, come, and exit.9 State roots may fully or partially lexicalize
the components of such scales; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010 and especially
Rappaport Hovav 2014 discuss the components of these scales further.
Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998) propose well-formedness conditions on the
syntactic realization of event structures. These conditions are intended to ‘reflect
assumptions common in the literature that elements in the semantic representation
must be syntactically encoded, and that the syntactic representation must be fully
interpreted’ (1998: 112). Their focus is on the elements of the event schema, but
based on subsequent research I extend the intuition and propose that roots also
impose conditions on argument realization. I suggest that grammatically privileged
material lexically encoded in a root must be ‘instantiated’ in an argument (Rappaport
Hovav & Levin 2010), although I do not delve into the relation between this condition
and our earlier proposals (i.e. whether the earlier conditions are reducible to the new
one or whether both are necessary). For state roots, the patient—the event participant
that the scalar-valued attribute or the associated scalar change is predicated of—
must be expressed. I suggest this ‘patient realization condition’ arises because to
know that a state holds requires looking at the entity it holds of. I leave aside
precisely why the patient must be expressed as an object (including here the subject
of an unaccusative verb). Although as §2 points out, manner verbs do not impose
as stringent requirements on the realization of their arguments as result verbs, I
8 The notion of scale is first brought to prominence in work on telicity since scales figure in its
calculation (Dowty 1991; Hay et al. 1999; Kennedy & Levin 2008; Krifka 1998; Ramchand 1997;
Tenny 1992, 1994). Work on telicity identifies a third type of scale, an extent scale, which is associated
with incremental themes. Such scales are not lexicalized by verbs or their roots (Rappaport Hovav
2014: 278–281; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2005); rather, they are introduced by the argument of
verbs of certain types through their spatial extent; see also §5.2.1.
9 As mentioned, directed motion verbs are also scalar change verbs; however, these verbs are not
relevant here so they are not discussed further. These verbs describe changes along a path scale—a
scale defined by the path an entity moves along. Their roots lexicalize critical components of such
scales, but few have roots that lexicalize all the components that define such a scale (Rappaport
Hovav 2014; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010). For instance, ascend’s root lexicalizes the direction
of motion along a path, but not the goal of motion, which must be expressed separately or inferred
from context.
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propose that they too must realize an event participant that ‘instantiates’ the manner
encoded in their root. In fact, an observer can determine the action pattern encoded
in a manner root from the actions of an event participant. For hitting verbs, this
participant is the effector; the manner cannot usually be determined from the force
recipient. I previously chose the label ‘effector’ because in general the participant
demonstrating the action pattern qualifies as an effector in the sense of Van Valin &
Wilkins 1996. One reason for preferring this term is that not all manner verbs take
animate, agentive arguments; consider sound emission verbs and certain manner of
motion verbs. Again, I leave aside why the effector is realized as a subject.
5

Accounting for the distributional signatures

In this section and the next I sketch how the distributional signatures of hitting and
wiping verbs arise. I keep the presentation informal, but a more formal instantiation
should be possible, whether done with syntactically instantiated event structures or
not. I begin with change of state verbs and then turn to surface contact verbs.
5.1

Change of state—or scalar change—verbs

Change of state verbs are scalar change verbs: they describe a change in a scalarvalued property of an entity. Leaving aside the technicalities of scalar change, I
simply treat change of state verbs as having a state root which is paired with an event
schema representing an event of scalar change. I further restrict myself to causative
events of scalar change, which involve complex event structures, as such events are
the most relevant to hitting and wiping verbs. In a causative event of scalar change,
the argument which the scalar change is predicated of must be expressed due to
the patient realization condition and further it must be expressed as an object. As a
consequence, causative scalar change verbs cannot be found with unspecified objects
or nonselected objects, nor can they be found in constructions where anything but
their patient argument is the object. Given this rigidity in object choice, they are also
not found in object alternations. Thus, even though some change of state verbs are
found in the surface syntactic frames associated with the with/against alternation as
illustrated in (32), as discussed in §2 they do not exhibit the alternation, but rather
each syntactic frame associates the scalar change with its object. Thus, in (a) the
fence is understood to break, while in (b) the stick is.
(32)

a. The boy broke the fence with a stick.
b. The boy broke the stick against the fence.
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5.2

Surface contact verbs: Basic distributional properties

Next, I confront many of the argument realization properties of hitting and wiping
verbs laid out in §2 and §3, as well as some additional ones. First, in §5.2.1 I identify
some properties of the manner roots of hitting and wiping verbs that bear on argument
realization. Then, in §5.2.2 and §5.2.3 I turn to argument realization options that
reflect simple event structures. In §6 I consider further argument realization options
that involve complex event structures.
5.2.1

On the nature of hitting and wiping roots

As surface contact verbs, hitting and wiping verbs describe events of making contact
with a surface in that manner which is distinctive to each verb—that is, that characterizes its root. Since the argument realization options of these two types of verbs
reflect properties of their roots, this section examines what is distinctive about them.
I begin with a basic property of surface contact verbs that sets them apart from
many other manner verbs. First, not all manner verbs are transitive like surface
contact verbs; consider, for instance, manner of motion verbs or sound emission
verbs. Levin (1999) argues that this property should be attributed to their root: the
semantic content of the root of a surface contact verb brings with it or ‘licenses’
not simply an effector, but a second event participant, the surface or force recipient.
Levin (1999) calls this second participant a ‘constant participant’, where ‘constant’
is an earlier term for ‘root’; here I call it a ‘root’ participant. She uses this label since
the simple activity event schema only necessarily involves one participant, which
is identified with the effector, and thus the second participant would be licensed
simply by a root. Yet this second participant is essential: without a surface, the
action lexicalized by a surface contact root simply cannot be performed.10
Surface contact verbs have roots that lexicalize a manner which involves the
mode of application of a force by an effector to a surface. The distinct distributional
signatures of hitting and wiping verbs must arise from some facet of this manner.
In order to pinpoint what this facet is, I examine the inventories of English hitting
and wiping verbs. Such an examination leads to the identification of dimensions of
similarity and variation in verb meanings both within each class and across the two
classes; these in turn should offer insight into what is distinctive about their manners.
Compared to some languages (Levin 2015), English has a fairly large inventory
of hitting verbs, which includes several readily identifiable subclasses; it also has a
reasonable number of wiping verbs, which fall into many of the same subclasses.
This similarity suggests that these shared subclasses reflect properties of surface
10 An exception among surface contact verbs is kick. This verb lexicalizes a particular motion of a leg
as in The horse kicked, but does not entail that it make contact.
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contact events in particular and perhaps even of manner events in general. Thus,
both the hitting and wiping verb classes include verbs—and hence roots—that make
reference to the instrument used, either a body part (e.g., claw and slap among
the hitting verbs; lick and suck among the wiping verbs) or tool (e.g., club and
hammer among the hitting verbs; mop and sponge among the wiping verbs); I take
instrument to be a subtype of a more general manner component. Among verbs that
do not lexically specify an instrument, there are differences related to the intensity
or ‘degree’ of force used (e.g., tap vs. beat and whack among the hitting verbs; wipe
vs. scour and scrub among the wiping verbs), as well as to whether the force is
necessarily applied multiple times or not (e.g., hit vs. pound among the hitting verbs;
dab vs. scrub among the wiping verbs).
There are two ways in which the manners lexicalized by hitting and wiping
verbs differ from each other. Members of a prominent subclass of hitting verbs
take their names from the sound made on impact (e.g., bang, clink, thud, thump,
thwack, whack); the nature of the sound reflects the nature of the impact, typically
the degree of force used (e.g., clink vs. thwack); see Richardson 1983 and Stringer
2011: 18. There do not seem to be comparable wiping verbs. The source of this
difference most likely lies in a second difference between wiping and hitting verbs.
Unlike hitting verbs, wiping verbs lexicalize action patterns that cannot be defined
with respect to a single point on a surface; rather, they involve particular patterns
of motion over a surface. Consider, for instance, the verbs rub and wipe, which
denote actions which differ not only in the amount of force applied to the surface,
but also the characteristic pattern of movement over the surface: rubbing involves
fairly small back and forth movements made while exterting a fairly strong pressure
on the surface, while wiping involves longer, broader strokes which are more lightly
applied to the surface. Most likely, sounds are not typically informative about such
patterns of motion and, thus, wiping verbs do not take their names from sounds.
Based on this survey of verb inventories, I propose that the key difference
between the members of the hitting and wiping classes—and thus their roots—is
whether the locus of contact is a point or a region. Hitting roots—and events—
involve impact at a point—or what is conceptualized as a point. Wiping roots—and
events—involve contact over a necessarily extended area. As I now show, key
differences in the distributional signatures of hitting and wiping verbs can be tied to
this property. Thus, I assume that this facet of the root is accessible to the grammar.
However, other facets of the semantic content of the manner in hitting and breaking
roots such as the instrument used, the intensity of the contact, and the iterated
vs. punctual nature of the contact, are not grammatically privileged in this way: they
do not bear on argument realization. I return to the larger point in the conclusion.
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5.2.2

Accounting for the basic paradigms: wipe

I now turn to many of the argument realization options characteristic of the verb
wipe introduced in §3, showing how they emerge given the assumptions laid out in
§4 and §5.2.1. This verb has a manner root, which is basically associated with a
simple activity event structure. Furthermore, due to the action pattern it specifies
the root licenses two event participants. The first, the effector, as the participant
that instantiates the root’s distinctive action pattern must be expressed; specifically,
effectors of activities are expressed as subjects; see §4. The second participant is the
surface—or force recipient. As mentioned in §4, wipe’s root, as a manner root, does
not impose constraints on the expression of its force recipient (contrasting with a state
root, which requires the patient to be expressed). Thus, the force recipient need not be
expressed. Concomitantly, wipe can be found in the unspecified object construction,
where it lacks an object as in (33), which simply describes the performance of the
activity. Furthermore, if the force recipient is expressed, there are no constraints on
its expression. It may be realized as an object, as in (34), or it may be realized in an
oblique phrase, as in (35), giving rise to the conative construction.
(33)

Sam wiped.

(34)

Sam wiped the table.

(35)

Sam wiped at the table.

Given the nature of wipe’s root, the surface must be understood as a region. This
property underlies another property discussed in §3.2: wipe’s force recipient is a potential incremental theme, allowing wipe to have either telic or atelic interpretations.
The telic interpretation arises when the referent of the force recipient is a delimited
entity, which can serve as an incremental theme and ‘measure out’ and bound the
event. A telic interpretation may even be preferred, reflecting a general preference in
English for giving telic interpretations to past events when not otherwise ruled out.
As noted in §3, wiping verbs, like surface contact verbs in general, can express
other event participants as their object. One is the material participant, which is
distinctive to wiping events. These options are discussed in §6.
5.2.3

Accounting for the basic paradigms: hit

Next I turn to the basic argument realization options characteristic of hit. This verb,
like wipe, has a manner root which brings with it an effector, which ‘instantiates’
the manner, and a second participant, the surface or force recipient. For the same
reasons as wipe, hit is found in unspecified object contexts, as in (36), as well as in
transitive and conative contexts, as in (37) and (38).
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(36)
(37)
(38)

The golfer hit.
The golfer hit the ball.
The golfer hit at the ball.

Another hallmark of hit is participation in the with/against alternation as in (39),
an alternation that is found in slightly different form with wipe, as illustrated in (19).
I assume the same analysis applies to the alternation as manifested by both verbs.
(39)

a. The boy hit the window with a stick.
b. The boy hit the stick against the window.

The with variant in (39a) involves the expression of an instrument with the activity
event structure and should be accounted for by the argument realization rule that
applies to instruments. The event structure of the against variant in (39b) has not
received attention. Despite the presence of a locative phrase, I believe that (39b) is
not a causative construction and hence does not receive a complex event structure;
however, I leave it to future work to provide independent support for this claim.11
What matters is that hit allows an ‘instrument’ object as in (39b); this option is
available as manner roots impose no constraints on their associated verb’s object.12
As noted in §3.2, hit’s object, unlike wipe’s, cannot be understood as an incremental theme, even when its referent is a bounded entity. I propose that this option is
unavailable because the force recipient in a hitting event is conceptualized as a point.
Thus, the force recipient cannot serve as a ‘measure’ for the event, so that hitting
verbs are never incremental theme verbs. As also noted in §3.2, hit also differs from
wipe in being found in the possessor raising construction.
(40)

a. Kelly hit me on the arm. (cf. Kelly hit my arm.)
b. * Kelly wiped me on the arm. (cf. Kelly wiped my arm.)

I attribute this difference too to the nature of the force recipient. As the force
recipient is conceptualized as a point, it is taken to be an undifferentiated whole.
Thus, contact with—or more precisely imparting a force to—any single inalienable
part of a force recipient is considered to be imparting a force to the whole entity;
hence, Kelly hit my arm implies Kelly hit me (on the arm).
11 Determining the causative status of (39b) is nontrivial. The standard diagnostics for a causative event
structure are sensitive to the presence of a result state; however, it is not clear the against PP describes
the result location of the stick, so these diagnostics are inapplicable. This point emerges most clearly
with wiping verbs: in Sam wiped a damp cloth over the table, the cloth is not then ‘over’ the table.
12 The account here explains why the instrument object option is available; however, there is more to be
investigated as not all manner verbs allow ‘instrument’ objects (e.g., The cook stirred the batter with
a wooden spoon, but *The cook stirred a wooden spoon against/over/into the batter). This option
most likely relates to the nature of the root. Surface contact verbs may lexicalize necessary contact in
a way that other manner verbs do not; further, with surface contact verbs, the instrument could be
seen as a proxy for the effector with respect to making the contact.
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6

Expanding the paradigms: Building complex event structures

Manner verbs, including hitting and wiping verbs, are also found in constructions
expressing scalar changes, as in the resultative construction Sam wiped the table
clean. In such constructions, the scalar change is explicitly specified in a result
XP. These constructions include some of the further argument realization options
from §3: constructions with nonselected objects and with the material argument of
wiping verbs. In §6.1 I discuss complex event structures in general. In §6.2 and
§6.3 I turn to the complex event constructions found with wipe, hit, and comparable
verbs. I show how differences in an agent’s purpose in carrying out a hitting or
wiping event underlie the similarities and differences in the types of complex event
structures—and hence argument realization options—available to verbs of each type.
6.1

On the nature of complex event structures

A causative event of scalar change can be expressed by a sentence whose verb has
a state root, as in The boy broke the window. Alternatively, the two subevents of a
causative event of scalar change can be expressed by distinct lexical predicates, as in
Sam wiped the table clean. The causing subevent—the activity component of the
event structure—is expressed by a manner verb whose root is associated with this
subevent. The scalar change component of the causative event structure—the caused
or ‘result’ subevent—is expressed by a result XP, which specifies the key components
of the scalar change.13 Such event structures are taken to be compositionally created
by a process of template augmentation in Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998: 111: the
‘augmented’ causative event structure is built onto a simple activity event structure
with a manner root through combination with a scalar change event structure.
In the constructions realizing such event structures, a result XP introduces
the event of scalar change. Result APs, which have adjective heads lexicalizing
a state, can only express scalar changes involving a property scale, as in Kim
pounded the metal flat. Result PPs express path scales, and such paths may be
instantiated in two abstract semantic fields in the sense of Jackendoff (1983), his
positional and identificational fields. Paths in the positional field instantiate a literal
understanding of a path as a series of contiguous locations in physical space. Paths
in the identificational field are figurative: they are defined as a series of contiguous
locations in a space of property states. Result PPs of this second type provide
13 Result XPs can also fill out a scale partially lexicalized in a state root as happens with some change of
state verbs. In Terry broke the vase to smithereens, the result XP further specifies the precise endpoint
of a scale that is partially specified in the root. Result XPs found with verbs with state roots cannot
introduce an additional scale due to the constraint that a well-formed event structure can include only
one scalar change (Goldberg 1995; Tenny 1994). Such XPs are not discussed further.
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an alternate way of specifying a scalar change. Such paths can also express the
transformation of an entity from one form to another, as discussed in §6.2 and §6.3.
The patient realization condition of §4 holds equally of scalar changes expressed
by result XPs, such as those standing in for the result subevent in a causative event
structure. Thus, the event participant such a scalar change is predicated of must be
expressed and then only as an object. However, the activity subevent in a causative
event structure does not impose such a constraint on the force recipient, if one is
introduced by the verb root. Thus, unless the patient of the scalar change coincides
with the force recipient, the construction as a whole may have an object that is not
selected by its verb, as exemplified and discussed in §6.2 and §6.3.
Researchers have established a well-formedness condition on constructions that
instantiate complex event structures such as lexical causatives and resultatives (Fodor
1970; Goldberg 1995: 194–195; McCawley 1978; Pinker 1989: 66; Shibatani 1976;
Smith 1970). They require a tight relation between the constituent subevents, usually
understood as direct causation (Wolff 2003: 5, but see Neeleman & van de Koot
2012 for some cautions). Thus, the state expressed in the result subevent must be
one that can be directly caused by the causing subevent, i.e. able to be brought about
by the relevant manner. Focusing on surface contact events, actors may make contact
with a force recipient—i.e. a surface—in many ways; the nature of the contact is
often driven by the actor’s goal, and there can be various goals that drive such events.
Hitting events are usually carried out with the intention of damaging, deforming,
or causing a change to the material integrity (to use Hale & Keyser’s 1987 term)
of a force recipient, or if the force recipient is an animate entity even to cause a
psychological effect (Dowty 1991: 596; Lundquist & Ramchand 2012: 230). Wiping
events are usually carried out with the intention of cleaning or otherwise changing
the state of a surface, typically by removing impurities or other material from it.
Further, certain manners are conventionally associated with the achievement of
particular results: wiping is a way of cleaning a counter or other household surface,
sweeping is a way of cleaning a floor or walk, and pounding is a way of flattening a
surface. These associations ensure that a complex event structure with a hitting or
wiping root in its activity subevent meets the direct causation condition.
Speakers draw on their knowledge of such manner–result associations in building
complex event structures; however, a manner root’s semantic content does not include
the results that the manner can be used to achieve. If it did, a relevant result state
should be entailed in every use of the associated verb, but no result need be entailed
as shown by (8b), repeated as (41), although one may be, as shown by (42). These
results, then, are part of a speaker’s world knowledge about the relevant actions.
(41)

The vandal hit the flower pot with a rock, but nothing happened to it.

(42)

The vandal hit the flower pot with a rock, and it broke.
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I now show how the precise form that attested complex event constructions
with hitting and wiping verbs take is influenced by what speakers know about the
intended goals of the actions encoded in their roots. The diversity of complex event
constructions that hitting and wiping verbs are found in has two sources. First, as
certain manners can be used to achieve more than one result, verbs associated with
some manner roots may be found in complex event constructions with result XPs
expressing more than one type of scalar change. Second, certain types of scalar
changes can be expressed by either result APs or PPs.
6.2

Complex events with wiping roots

Due to its manner root, wipe may be used in the expression of causative events of
scalar change with wipe’s root in the activity subevent. The scalar change expressed
by the result subevent must be one that can be directly caused by wiping, and most
often it expresses one of the typical goals that an agent has in carrying out such an
event. Wiping events are usually performed to clean surfaces, often by removing
impurities found on them, and, in fact, wiping verbs are combined with various types
of result XPs that express such goals. I now review some options.
I begin with result PPs introducing literal spatial paths. They may convey either a
removing or a putting event according to whether the PP denotes the source of motion
as in (43) or the goal as in (44). Such PPs are predicated of an NP denoting the stuff
that is being moved from the surface—what is called the material in §3.2—and, thus,
these PPs serve to introduce such an argument.
(43)
(44)

Sam wiped crumbs off the table.
Sam wiped the crumbs into the sink.

When the path PP specifies a source as in (43), then the source is necessarily
understood as the surface from which material is being removed. Thus, here the
surface is expressed in a from phrase, rather than as the verb’s object. When the
path PP specifies a goal as in (44), the source is typically left implicit, but is still
understood to be the surface. The surface does not need to be expressed as discussed
in §5.2.2. In (43) and (44), the material, as the argument that the path PP is predicated
of, must be expressed as the object, but in both it is a nonselected object of the verb.
Turning to more abstract types of paths, another option is for the path PP to
introduce an entity created from the material on the surface, as in (45). Here the goal
specifies the transformed form of the material, a transformation brought about by
the application of the manner to the surface. This path again licenses the expression
of the material, which must then be expressed as the object; again, the surface is left
unexpressed.
(45)

Sam wiped the crumbs into a pile.
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Wiping events are typically performed to clean or otherwise improve surfaces,
and the intended result can be explicitly expressed in a result subevent that specifies
a scalar change in a property of the surface. The property scale may be introduced
by a figurative path PP (in the identificational field), as in (46), or an AP, as in (47).
(46)

Sam wiped the table to a glossy shine.

(47)

Sam wiped the table clean.

In these examples, the introduced property scale is predicated of the surface, and
it specifies the change in the surface brought about by the root’s manner. Since
the surface has a scalar change predicated of it, it cannot be omitted (*Sam wiped
clean on an unspecified object interpretation). Alternatively, as the manner root
does not require the surface to be expressed, it should be possible for a result XP
to introduce a state holding of some entity other than the surface as a result of
the verb’s manner, and, in fact, result XPs can be found predicated of nonselected
arguments, with the surface left implicit. Thus, (48) has a reading where Sam is
understood to be scrubbing some surface—say, a bathtub—and as a result her hands
become raw. Here the result is a direct side effect of scrubbing the surface in order
to bring about the more conventional result of cleaning it. Thus, the direct causation
condition is satisfied. (A selected object interpretation of (48), ‘Sam scrubbed her
hands causing them to be become raw’, is also available and is perhaps the most
accessible interpretation in an out-of-the-blue context.)
(48)

Sam scrubbed her hands raw.

In summary, wipe is found in a range of complex event constructions. These
options arise because of the two types of XPs available to express results—APs
and PPs, including literal and figurative instances of the latter—and because of the
various types of results that wiping events can bring about.
6.3

Complex events with hitting roots

As with wipe, hit and hitting verbs more generally are found in various types of
constructions expressing causative events of scalar change where the scalar change
is externally introduced. The spectrum of options arises from the types of results
that forceful contact with a surface, i.e. a hitting event, can be used to bring about.
These include damage to or displacement of the force recipient.
Again, I begin with literal path PPs. Such PPs can be predicated of the force
recipient to describe an event where the impact with this entity imparts a force to it,
causing it to move along a trajectory defined by the path PP, as in (49).
(49)

Kim hit the ball into the playground.
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(49) has a ‘selected object’ interpretation as the force recipient moves. It contrasts
with the wipe example (44): it also has a literal path PP, but has a ‘nonselected
object’ interpretation as the PP is predicated of the material. Abstract path PPs are
also found with hitting verbs, as in (50) with pound, which is the analogue of the
wipe sentence (45). (50) describes an event of transforming the force recipient into
the form specified in the PP by deforming it via the application of force.
(50)

Kim pounded the metal into a tray.

Result XPs, whether APs or figurative path PPs, can also introduce a scalar
change in a property of an entity that is directly caused by hitting. As with wipe,
these result XPs can be predicated of the force recipient, as in (51), or they can
introduce a nonselected object which the result is predicated of—another entity
which the hitting impinges upon—as in (52), parallel to (48) with wipe.
(51)

Kim pounded the metal flat.

(52)

Kim drummed her fingers raw.

The options found with hit partially overlap with those found with wipe. The
verb hit is not found in removing constructions because its lexicalized manner is
not typically used to remove impurities from a surface. In contrast, hit is used to
describe the causation of ballistic motion as in (49) because contact at a point can
impart a force to an entity setting it in motion; however, wipe is not used in this way,
presumably because its action pattern does not have this effect. Thus, although both
hit and wipe are found in complex event constructions, the specific constructions
reflect the different goals that hitting and wiping are used to bring about.
7

Conclusion

Result roots are systematically more restricted in their grammatical distribution than
manner roots: there are many constructions where they are not found, but manner
roots are. To account for these differences Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998, 2010)
propose that roots have a grammatically relevant ontological category—that is, a
facet of their semantic content that is grammatically privileged.
In this paper, I take a first look at further distributional differences among verbs.
Although manner verbs have a wider distribution than result verbs, there are also
pervasive and systematic distributional differences among them, which suggest there
are linguistic generalizations behind them. Using hit and wipe as examples, I show
that these two verbs share considerably more properties than manner hit and result
break do, but each one nevertheless has a distinctive distributional signature. I argue
that certain differences between hit and wipe can be traced to another facet of the
semantic content of their roots: whether the manner involves contact at a point or
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a region. To the extent that this proposal provides insight into the distributional
signatures of these two verbs, it reaffirms that the root plays a part in determining
argument realization options.
I attribute the ability of hitting and wiping verbs to be found in complex event
constructions to their manner roots; however, I propose that the range of attested
instances of such constructions draws on a speaker’s knowledge of the intended
purposes of hitting and wiping events. Thus, the attested constructions have those
XPs that describe results that these events can directly bring about. As discussed in
§6.1, knowledge of such manner–result associations is not part of a root’s semantic
content: hitting and wiping verbs do not entail that the actions they denote bring
about a specific result. Furthermore, although §6.2 and §6.3 lay out a range of
attested result XPs found with both hit and wipe, these represent options that involve
the most conventionally attested results. Other possibilities should be available in
certain contexts, as long as the direct causation condition is met. Thus, properties of
event structure and argument realization allow complex event constructions as an
argument realization option, while non-linguistic knowledge about the intended goals
of certain manners may influence the forms that the complex event constructions
take. Thus, I hope this work contributes to the understanding of the locus of the
interface between grammatical and world knowledge, part of what is called the
Conceptual-Intentional (CI) interface in Minimalist work.
I have argued that the notions of point and region number among the grammatically privileged facets of a root’s semantic content as they figure in the explanation
argument realization options. I end this paper by raising a critical question: Is there
a hallmark of those semantic properties that matter to language? Why do the notions
of point and region bear on argument realization, while other facets of manner of
surface contact such as intensity and iteration of contact apparently do not? Levin,
Song & Atkins (1997) find that among sound emission verbs, the pitch, volume, and
duration of the sound—dimensions that seem comparable to intensity and iteration
of contact—do not affect a verb’s argument realization options either. However, the
mode of production of a sound matters: whether a sound is produced via external
contact or not affects whether it can be directly caused and hence whether the related
verb allows causative uses. This property, then, bears on causation, a notion known
to be both grammatically and cognitively relevant. Contact is often a necessary condition for direct causation, whether for sound emission events or complex causative
events involving hitting and wiping; thus, it is not suprising that contact matters to
argument realization. Although many proposed semantic determinants of argument
realization are causal in nature, the notions of point and region, which differentiate
among surface contact events, do not obviously qualify as causal. Nevertheless, they
are cognitively relevant notions critical to our understanding of space. This study
shows that they too matter to argument realization.
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